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LINEAR DISJOINTNESS AND ALGEBRAIC COMPLEXITY

by Walter Baur and Michael O. Rabin

Dedicated to Emst Specker on the occasion of his 60th birthday.

1. Introduction

It is well known that any algorithm for the evaluation of a polynomial

(1) fly) + xxy + + xnyn,

or of an inner product of two vectors

(2) (x,y) xxyl + + x„yn,

requires, under certain natural assumptions such as that y, xu xn are

algebraically independent over some ground-field F, at least n multiplications.

This number of multiplications can of course be achieved by an

appropriate algorithm.
Motzkin [3] has introduced the idea of preprocessing the coefficients of

a polynomial. In certain situations, for example when we have to evaluate

/for many values y c1, y c2, ••• °f the argument, though these values

are not given in advance, it makes sense to compute once and for all certain
functions oc1 (xl5 xn), an (xl9 xn) of the coefficients and use these

al5 ocn later on in an algorithm for the calculation of the /(cf), i.e.

/(y). The otl9 an and the algorithm should be so chosen that the evaluation

of fly) now requires fewer than n multiplications. The cost of this
"preprocessing" of the coefficients xl9 xn is then absorbed in the saving
in the computations/ (c2),

Motzkin has shown that preprocessing of the coefficients can lead to
Tn~\

evaluation of f (y) in - 1 + 2 multiplications and n + 2 additions. From

now on we shall concentrate our attention on the number of multiplications
or divisions used in an algorithm. The notation n M/D means n
multiplications or divisions. We must take into account divisions as well as

multiplications because a product xy can be computed by doing two
divisions.
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Winograd [6] has noted that if in (2) we allow preprocessing on both
Tn~\

the x and y then 1 - 1 M are sufficient. Namely, assume n even and define

w(x) xxx2 + X3X4 + + Xn„tXn

If w (x) and w (y) have been precomputed then

(x,y) (x1+y2)(x2+y1) + + (xn_1 + yn)(x„ +yn-1) - w(x) - w(y)

n
computes (2) with - M. There are situations, involving many vectors

x, y, z, and many scalar products, say, (x, y), (y, z), (x, z), where
this idea makes computational sense.

n
Can the upper bound - in the algorithms for/ (y) and (x, y) with

preprocessing be improved. Can we get lower bound results for these and more
general computational problems. We have, of course, to be careful about
the preprocessing that we permit. For example, if we permit to form
products x£ yt then no multiplications will later be needed in computing (x, y).
Thus preprocessing for (2) should not involve multiplications "mixing" the

xl5 xn with the yl9 yn, or with y in the case of /(j). It will be seen

later that the crux of this paper is a precise determination of the sort of
"mixing" that should be avoided so as to yield a good lower-bound result.

In [3] (see also [4]) it is shown that if F ç K ç K (y) and if xl5..., xneK
are algebraically independent over F', then any computation off (y) which

n
allows the use of any al5 a2, eK must involve - M\D, even if a

multiplication step a - b is not counted if a e F or b e F, and a step ajb is not
counted when b e F. Similar results hold for polynomials in several variables

yi,y2,... •

Winograd [6] has introduced another lower bound theorem for the case

of computations with preprocessing. His theorem involves restrictions on
the fields in question, and the conditions (involving topology) for the theorem

to hold are difficult to interpret or check in specific cases. The proof in [6]

employs topological methods.

In the present paper we observe that the concept of linear disjointness
of two fields over a common subfield provides a proper framework for a

very general result, Theorem 1, on lower bounds for the number of M/D
operations in computations with preprocessing. The result and its simple
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proof are expressed in purely algebraic terms. In section 4 we apply

Theorem 1 to obtain the known results on lower bounds, as well as new

results which do not fall within the scope of previous methods.

2. Basic concepts and the Main Theorem

Let Q be a field and S a subset of its elements. Following [5, 6], a

(straight-line) algorithm or computation in (Q, S) is a sequence n :

je (1), 7i (/) where for each 1 < k < / we have n (k) e S, or for some

ij < k, n (k) + Uj) or (-, Uj) or (•, ij) or (/, ij).
With 7i we associate the sequence r (1), r (/) of the results of the

computation n. The r (k) are all elements of Q u {u}. Define r (1)

- n(l)eS. Inductively, if r (1), r (k~ 1) are already defined we set

r (k) % (k) if 7i (k) e S, r (k) r (i) + r (J) if n (k) + etc. By

convention, r/0 u + r u • r w for r e Q kj {u}.
We say that 7r computes the elements ame Q if there exist

1 </,- </, 1 <y < m, so that for the results of n we have r (ij) ap
1 <7 < m.

In the sequel we shall be interested in fields F Q and two intermediate

fields F, K. Thus
Q

0/ \\i

(3) E K

0/

F

The following concept comes from the theory of fields and from algebraic

geometry, see [1, 2].

Definition. The fields E and K are linearly disjoint over F if any
eu em eE which are linearly independent over F are also linearly
independent over K, i.e. I aiei 0, at e K, only if at 0, 1 < i < m.

As the definition stands, the fields E and K play different roles. It is

however easy to see that the above definition implies the analogous statement

with the roles of E and K interchanged. (See e.g. [1].)
Our theorem will be about computations n in (Ü, EuK). The fact that

we permit using any ae^ulatno computational cost captures, in an
algebraic form, the idea of preprocessing.
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We shall strengthen the contents of our lower bound results by
disregarding those M/Z> used in a computation n where one of the factors or
the denominator is a g e F. An M/D-operation n (k) (a, ij) counts if
r (k) A u and either cr • and r (z), r (/) <£ F, or a / and r (y) ^ /\

Given ei5 g Is, we say that they are independent mod F over F if
I gi e{ g F and gt g F, 1 </</?, implies 0, 1 < i </?.

With these concepts we can state our main result.

Theorem 1. Assume that E and K in (3) are linearly disjoint over F.
Let dtj g K, 1 < i < m, 1 < y < p, be such that the degree of transcendence

of D {du I 1 <z <m, 1 <y </?} over F is t. Let eu epeE be

linearly independent mod F over F. If % is any algorithm in (Q, EkjK)
which computes all the m elements

dxle1 + + dlpep

(4)

dmiei + + dmpep

mthen it has at least 1 - 1 M]D that count.

The proof will be given in section 3. Let us consider some preliminary
examples.

In (3), let Q F(xx, xn, yu yn) where xu yn are algebraically
independent over F, and let E F (yl5 yn), K F(xx, xn). Then E
and K are linearly disjoint over F. This can be seen as follows: Assume

1 rt (x) st (y) 0 is a nontrivial dependence relation, rt (.x) 6 K, st (y) g E.

Multiplying by some r (x) e F [xu xn\ we may assume that all

rt (x) g F [xx, xj\. Let m be a monomial in xl5 xn occurring in at
least one rt(x) and let gteF be the coefficient of m in rt(xf Then

I gi Si (y) is a nontrival dependence relation with coefficients from F.

So the conditions of Theorem 1 hold for the inner product (x, y)
xi Li + ••• + xnyn with t n (and m 1). Hence no algorithm n

computing (x, y), even when allowed to use at no cost any rational functions
T n~]

r (xl5 x„) eK, s (yl9 yn) e E can have fewer than 1 - 1M/D that count.

Much stronger results on (x, y) will be given later, but we mention this



fact now as an illustration of the concepts and because Winograd's

preprocessing is of the kind covered by this remark.

The need for the condition that the et are linearly independent mod F
is clear. Otherwise if, say, m 1 and et gie1 + hi9gi9 ht e F, 2 < i <|?
then

d1e1 + + dpep (dx + g2d2 + ••• F g pdp) el + h2d2 + + hpdp

Thus there is only one multiplication that counts.

It is not sufficient to require in Theorem 1 that E n K F, even though
this might seem to prevent a computation in (Q, EuK) from "mixing"
without cost elements from E with elements from K: Let Ü be the quotient
field of the integral domain F [xl9 x2, x3, yl9 y2, y3]/(x1y1 Fx2y2 + v3y3),
and put E F(pcl9 x2, x3) ^ Q,K F(yuy2,y3) ^ Q. In Q, the
elements xu x2, v3 are still algebraically independent over F, and similarly
for >q, y2, y3. Also E n K F. So the conditions of Theorem 1, with
E n K F instead of linear disjointness, hold for x± yt + x2y2 + x3 y3

0. But the computation of this sum requires no operation instead of
2 MID.

One might think that the condition of linear disjointness on E and K
in Theorem 1 is already so strong that we could replace the degree of
transcendence t by just the linear dimension. Thus if el9 epeK are
linearly independent mod F over F and similarly for dl9 dp e K, and E

and K are linearly disjoint over F, does I dt et require at least MID

that count. The next example refutes this conjecture.
Denoting the algebraic closure of a field H by H9 let Q G (x9 y)

where x9 y are algebraically independent over G. Let n > 1 and put
F G(xn, y"), E F(x),K F (y). Clearly the F-base 1, x, x"_1 of
E remains linearly independent over K. Hence, by linear algebra, E and K
are linearly disjoint over F. Consider the element

1 —xnyn
1 xy + x y + + xn 1 y" 1

1 — xy

Obviously this element can be computed in (Q, EvK) with 2 M/D.
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3. Proof of Theorem

Put e0= 1 and let (e^)i<K (k some cardinal) be an extension of
e09 el9 ep to an F-base of E. By linear disjointness, {e^)i<K is also a

iCbase of the AT-algebra K[E], Since for i9j < Ketej lgijkek for

Any element r e KE, the quotient field of K [E], can be written in the form

where ai9 bj9 c e K, not all bj 0. Such a representation of r will be called

a canonical representation, and the a/s and b/s are the coefficients of the

given representation. Note that the canonical representation is not unique.

Lemma. If rl9 rn is the sequence of results of some computation in

(Q, E\jK) using s M/D that count then there are 2s elements al5 oc2s e K
such that each rv =£ u, 1 < v < n, has a canonical representation all of
whose coefficients are in F [<xl9 a2J.

The proof is by induction on n. The case n 0 being trivial assume

n > 0.

If rneE v K then obviously rn has a canonical representation with
coefficients in F, so the claim follows from the induction hypothesis. The same

applies if rn u.

Next assume that rne Q is the result of a non-counting operation, i.e.

rn — r^ ± rv for some p, v < n or rn is the result of a MjD where one of
the factors or the denominator is a g e F. Let us consider the case

rn rn + rv> other cases are similar. Choose al5..., a2sejK and

canonical representations

k

suitable gijk e F we have:

(5) If (Za^;) (Zbjej) Ickwherebp ckeK
(and the sums are finite of course) then

ck= E aibjgijkeF[{al

r

r,V
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according to the induction hypothesis. Then, by (5), the coefficients of the

canonical representation

AB'+ A'B
BB'

+(C + C>

also lie in F [a1? a2s].

Finally let r„ rß rv (rn rjrv resp.), e Q. Then, again by (5), the

coefficients of the representation

CA 4- cB) (A' + c'B') (A + cB) B'
r z 44 1 y _— resp.

BB' V (A'+cB')B

lie in F [al9 a2s_ 2, c, c'] where au gc2s-2 e k are provided by
induction hypothesis. Putting a2s-i c> a2S c' completes the induction.

p

Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that % computes the elements I du ep
j=i

1 < i < m, in (Q, EvK) with s counting M/D. By the Lemma there exist

al9 a2s eK and canonical representations

Yj aik ek

(6) X duej— 1 < < m
j=iL

a

with coefficients aik9 biqe F [ocl9 a2J. Now fix z. Multiplying (6) by the
denominator gives

(7) (Z bk ei) ~ cieo + Z du ej) Z
a j k

Multiplying out the left hand side and comparing the coefficients of each

ek on both sides (recall that e0, el9 are independent over K) we obtain,
by using (5), a system of linear equations for the df s and ct whose
coefficients are iMinear forms of the biq s. Now the equation (7) clearly
determines the element - ct e0 + I dtj e} uniquely. Since the ej are K-linear

j
independent it follows that SP has a unique solution, and hence dip
ct e F(ocl9..., a2s), by linear algebra. Since D has degree of transcendence t

rtiover F we obtain 2s > t, i.e. s > 1 - l.
2

Remark. The method for handling divisions was proposed by Volker
Strassen and we kindly thank him for this.
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4. Applications

Let us start by deriving some results which could also be obtained
from the theorems in [3, 4, 6] mentioned in the introduction. Abreviating
x xl9 xn9 y yl9 yk9 consider Q F (x, yf K F (x),
E F (y). Then E and K are linearly disjoint over F (see e.g. [1], p. 203).

Taking k 1, et y[, 1 < i < we see that any computation of
rn~\f (yi) xi Li + ••• + in (Q,EuK) requires 1 - 1 MID that count

even if we disregard a M/D by an element g e F. Thus any preprocessing
using algebraic functions al5 in x and algebraic functions ßu in j>,

n
cannot save more than - MjD.

Taking k n, we get a similar result for xx + + x„yn.
In [6] Winograd has considered the computation of the product Ax

where A (aij)1^i^m is an m x n matrix and x is the column vector
l^j^n

x (xl9 xn). Computing Ax means, of course, computing the forms

an xi + ••• + ain xm 1 <z < m- In our notations assume that a^-eE,
xu xn e K. Denote the column vectors of A by vl9 thus Vj eEm.

We say that dimEm/Fm {vu ...,vn) r, if r is the largest integer such

that for some subset {zl5 ir) ^ {1, n}

g1vil + + gr vir g Fm, gte F implies gt 0, 1 </ < r.

Winograd [6] assumes that dimEJn/Fm (vu vn) r, and that F ^ C—
the field of complex numbers. Furthermore £fis a field such that F (xu xn)

^ K and Ä' is embeddable in a field of continuous (except for isolated

points) functions / (xl9 x„) into C which vanish only at isolated

points; similarly F(yl9 ym) çf, and E is embeddable in a field of
functions g (vl9 ...9ym) with the above properties. Under these conditions,

T r~\
an algorithm for Ax requires at least1 - 1 M/D that count.

In purely algebraic terms we can state and prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let A (<atj) be an m x n matrix with atj e E and let

xl5 xne K be algebraically independent over F. Denote the columns of
A by vl9...9vn. If E and K are linearly disjoint over F, and if
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dimEm/Fm (vu vn) r, then any algorithm n in (Q, EuK) which compu-

r r~i
tes Ax has at least 1 - 1 MID that count.

2

Proof. Using vector notation, computing Ax means computing all

coordinates of the sum

(8) x1v1 + + xnvn w

We may assume that r — n. Otherwise let without loss of generality

vt, vr, r < n, be vectors which are independent mod Fm over F. Then

for r < j < n

Vj gjiVx + + gjrVr + uj, gji eF UjeFm

Hence, from (8),

W (Xx g r+l,lXr+l + ••• ~^~QnlXn) V1 + ••• +Xr+lWr+l + ••• + XnUn

z1v1 + + zrvr + u

where u e Km. Now the computation in (Q, fui) of u costs nothing, and

the z1? zreK are algebraically independent over F. So we have the

conditions of the theorem with r n.

Assume from now on that vu vn are independent mod Fm over F.

Let e0 « 1, eu ep be elements in E which are linearly independent over
F, such that every au (the z'-th component of vf, 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n, is a

linear combination of e0, ep with coefficients in F. Each Vj can be split
Vj Uj + Wj, where Uj e Fm} and every coordinate of Wj is a linear
combination of just e1, ep with coefficients in F. Thus w x± w1 +
+ xn wn + u> where ueKm, and computing xt w± + + xnwn in
(iQ, E\jK) takes as many M\D that count as does computing w.

Because vu vn are linearly independent mod Fm over i7, we have that

wu wn are linearly independent over F. Consider the sum Z1 +
+ Znwn, where Zl5..., Zn are variables ranging over Q. Writing the z-th co-

v
ordinate of wk as a linear combination I gijk ej and rearranging, we get

j=i
(9) Z 1w1 + + Znwn \_Ln (Z) % + + Lip(Z) cp]!

n

where Lu (Z) I giJkZk.
k l

We claim that among the Ltj (Z), 1 </ <m, 1 <./ <^, there are n
forms which are linearly independent. By this we mean that the rows of
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coefficients of these n forms are linearly independent over F. Otherwise
there are hu hn e F, not all 0, so that the substitution Zx hu Zn

hn yields Lu (A) 0, 1 < i < m, 1 </ </?. By (9) we now have
+ + hn wn 0, contradicting the linear independence of

wl5 over F.

Let (Z), ...,Linjn{Z) be such a system of n independent forms.
Then dhhLtlJl (xu x„),dinJn(xu x„) are algebraically
independent over F. This is because xl9xn is the unique solution of the
regular system of linear equations

Lije(Z i5 ••• Zn) — dieje, 1 <^n

Thus, finally

(10) XjWj + + x„wn ldile1+...

with dij e K, and the degree of transcendence of the dtj over F is n. So, by
Tn~\

Theorem 1, at least1 —
1 MjD that count are needed to compute (10), and

hence to compute (8) in (£2, EuK).
For the next application let xl9..., x„ be algebraically independent

over F and put Q F (xl5..., xn),E F,K F(xl9 xn). Then, by
an argument like the one used in the first example after the statement of
Theorem 1, E and K are linearly disjoint over F. Therefore Theorem 1

implies that for any coeE of degree at least n + 1 over F the computation of

(11) cox1 + + afxn

Tn~\
in (Q, E\jK) requires at least 1 - 1M/D. Note that now we have a result

about substitution of a specific algebraic number in a polynomial. We
allow any rational preprocessing of the coefficients and any algebraic
preprocessing of the argument co.

Next we show that no finite number of algebraic functions of xl9 xn

simplifies the computation of (11) for all algebraic co of degree n + 1 over
the rationals Q. Since any particular preprocessing of xl9..., xn by algebraic
functions involve just a finite number of such functions, we essentially
conclude that algebraic preprocessing of xl9 xn in (11), as well as the co

(<co now depends on the chosen preprocessing of the xt of course), does not
Tn~]

reduce the number of MjD that count below 1 - 1 Specifically
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Theorem 3. Let

GQ (xux„), Q G,aua,ei3,I=G (au at)

and FQ. There exists an element cdegree n + 1 over Q such

— m /
that any computation n for (11) in (Q, Q uK) must have at least — Mj D

that count.

Proof Define Ft Q n K. We shall prove slightly more than stated,

namely that for a suitable co e Q, computation of (11) in (Q, QuK) requires

at least ^-1 MID that count even if we disregard MjD by a g eFi. The
2

diagram of fields is

Q(xi, .,,xj
0/ ^
Q K

^ Ol

F1 =QnK
Ul

F Q

Notice that Q F± and Fx n K F±. This implies that Q and K are

linearly disjoint over F1. Namely let el9 eq e F1 be independent over F±.
Choose a primitive element eeFu of degree m over F say, such that

eu eqeFx (e), and let f(X)eF1 [X] be the minimal polynomial of e

over F±. Assume / /i/2 in K[X]. Since the coefficients of /i,/2 are
algebraic over F1 and since F± n K Fx we obtain/1?/2 g Fx [X], Therefore

/ is irreducible in K[X] and hence the elements 1, e, em_1 are

linearly independent over iC By linear algebra it follows that el9 eq are
linearly independent over K.

The degree [F^Q] is at most \K : Q (xl9 x„)] hence finite. This
implies that for any n there exists an algebraic number co e Q of degree
n + 1 over Q which retains the degree n + 1 over Ft. For this co the statement

in the theorem holds true as a consequence of Theorem 1.
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